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Access Your Inner Wisdom Through the Power of CrystalsIf you’re intrigued by the power of
crystals and gemstones but still wonder how to use them for real life change, this book will
show you how! Join author and certified professional gemologist Shannon Marie as she
unveils, step by step, how to tap into your intuition and create a personal Crystal Wisdom
practice to navigate life’s challenges with more ease.Whether you are brand new to gemstones
and crystals or have been working with themfor years, inside these pages you’ll learn how to:%Ï
Choose the crystals that will support you the most in your day-to-day life%Ï Shop confidently with
insider knowledge on what to look for and what to avoid%Ï Design your own gemstone
meditations to help you access your Inner Wisdomand overcome difficult emotions%Ï Respond
mindfully and intentionally to daily life stressors%Ï Start using your crystal collection to cultivate
more peace in your life"This is an excellent primer to open you up to the world of Crystal
Healing and the wisdom the crystal kingdom holds! Shannon does an amazing job setting the
stage for selecting the right crystal allies for you and your healing journey and how to cleanse,
charge, and activate them. Most importantly, she teaches you how to establish a daily practice
so you can truly, and more deeply, connect with your healing allies in expansive ways!"—
Margarita Alcantara, M.S. L.Ac., Shamanic Practitioner, Reiki Master/Teacher, Mentor, Chakra
Expert, bestselling author of Chakra Healing"I had the privilege of receiving an advanced
reader copy of Crystal Wisdom. As a Somatic Psychotherapist and Yoga Therapist, I have
always been interested in crystals and, throughout the years, have gathered many myself. The
author opened my eyes up to a whole new world about crystals. I had no idea how much there
was to learn. She has a wealth of knowledge about everything from the collection of them, their
care, and their uses, and gently lays out a beautiful guide on how to use them for support in
your meditation for self-awareness and grounding. I am so excited to use the crystals I have in
a different way now, as well as to investigate gathering more based on my current needs. I
highly recommend this book to anyone seeking deeper knowledge in this area for yourself, or
especially for yoga therapists for the proper use and recommendation of crystals for their
client's support in practice."—Ann Saffi Biasetti, Ph.D.; LCSWR; CIAYT, Author of Befriending
Your Body: A Self-Compassionate Approach to Freeing Yourself from Disordered Eating"It is
hard to write a short review for this book. How can one describe all the wonderful journeys this
well-researched and well-written book took me on? It is a must-have for anyone interested in
using crystals for spiritual growth and emotional healing. Each story delivers a meaningful
lesson with clear instructions that are easy to follow. It is a soul-enriching read. Use it well."—
Marina Lando, M.S., Reiki Master and Teacher, Certified Aromatherapist, Published Author,
HarmonyLifeReiki.com"Over the years, I've collected many colorful and intricate crystals and
numerous books on gemstone properties and identification. Crystal Wisdom is the first book
I've found that provides personal, practical, step-by-step guidance on incorporating the energy
of these beautiful crystals into daily life. Each story that Shannon shares and every practice
she outlines in Crystal Wisdom offers readers the opportunity to dig deep into the wisdom that
lives within us all and provides a map for mindfulness and self-exploration. Ultimately, these
simple and accessible mindfulness practices are powerful tools to support personal
transformation with a little help from treasures from the earth."—Jill Sockman, Founder, Blue
Lotus Yoga, bluelotusnc.com



"This is an excellent primer to open you up to the world of Crystal Healing and the wisdom the
crystal kingdom holds! Shannon does an amazing job setting the stage for selecting the right
crystal allies for you and your healing journey and how to cleanse, charge, and activate them.
Most importantly, she teaches you how to establish a daily practice so you can truly, and more
deeply, connect with your healing allies in expansive ways!"-Margarita Alcantara, M.S. L.Ac.,
Shamanic Practitioner, Reiki Master/Teacher, Mentor, Chakra Expert, bestselling author of
Chakra Healing"I had the privilege of receiving an advanced reader copy of Crystal Wisdom.
As a Somatic Psychotherapist and Yoga Therapist, I have always been interested in crystals
and, throughout the years, have gathered many myself. The author opened my eyes up to a
whole new world about crystals. I had no idea how much there was to learn. She has a wealth
of knowledge about everything from the collection of them, their care, and their uses, and
gently lays out a beautiful guide on how to use them for support in your meditation for self-
awareness and grounding. I am so excited to use the crystals I have in a different way now, as
well as to investigate gathering more based on my current needs. I highly recommend this
book to anyone seeking deeper knowledge in this area for yourself, or especially for yoga
therapists for the proper use and recommendation of crystals for their client's support in
practice."-Ann Saffi Biasetti, Ph.D.; LCSWR; CIAYT, Author of Befriending Your Body: A Self-
Compassionate Approach to Freeing Yourself from Disordered Eating"It is hard to write a short
review for this book. How can one describe all the wonderful journeys this well-researched and
well-written book took me on? It is a must-have for anyone interested in using crystals for
spiritual growth and emotional healing. Each story delivers a meaningful lesson with clear
instructions that are easy to follow. It is a soul-enriching read. Use it well."-Marina Lando, M.S.,
Reiki Master and Teacher, Certified Aromatherapist, Published Author,
HarmonyLifeReiki.com"Over the years, I've collected many colorful and intricate crystals and
numerous books on gemstone properties and identification. Crystal Wisdom is the first book
I've found that provides personal, practical, step-by-step guidance on incorporating the energy
of these beautiful crystals into daily life. Each story that Shannon shares and every practice
she outlines in Crystal Wisdom offers readers the opportunity to dig deep into the wisdom that
lives within us all and provides a map for mindfulness and self-exploration. Ultimately, these
simple and accessible mindfulness practices are powerful tools to support personal
transformation with a little help from treasures from the earth."-Jill Sockman, Founder, Blue
Lotus Yoga, bluelotusnc.com--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the
AuthorSHANNON MARIE has enjoyed a life-long fascination with gemstones. She is a Certified
Professional Gemologist and has created custom gemstone jewelry for more than 15 years.
Shannon has studied Reiki, Yoga Therapy and has a Master's degree in Transpersonal
Psychology. Her Crystal Wisdom technique combines her expert knowledge of the unique
powers of gemstones with reflective practices to help ease life's challenges and ignite personal
transformation. She offers online courses and workshops through her website - www.Crystal-
Wisdom.com --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Praise forCrystal Wisdom"This is an excellent primer to open you up to the world of Crystal
Healing and the wisdom the crystal kingdom holds! Shannon does an amazing job setting the
stage for selecting the right crystal allies for you and your healing journey and how to cleanse,
charge, and activate them. Most importantly, she teaches you how to establish a daily practice
so you can truly, and more deeply, connect with your healing allies in expansive ways!"—
Margarita Alcantara, M.S. L.Ac., Shamanic Practitioner, Reiki Master/Teacher, Mentor, Chakra
Expert, bestselling author of Chakra Healing"I had the privilege of receiving an advanced
reader copy of Crystal Wisdom. As a Somatic Psychotherapist and Yoga Therapist, I have
always been interested in crystals and, throughout the years, have gathered many myself. The
author opened my eyes up to a whole new world about crystals. I had no idea how much there
was to learn. She has a wealth of knowledge about everything from the collection of them, their
care, and their uses, and gently lays out a beautiful guide on how to use them for support in
your meditation for self-awareness and grounding. I am so excited to use the crystals I have in
a different way now, as well as to investigate gathering more based on my current needs. I
highly recommend this book to anyone seeking deeper knowledge in this area for yourself, or
especially for yoga therapists for the proper use and recommendation of crystals for their
client's support in practice."—Ann Saffi Biasetti, Ph.D.; LCSWR; CIAYT, Author of Befriending
Your Body: A Self-Compassionate Approach to Freeing Yourself from Disordered Eating"It is
hard to write a short review for this book. How can one describe all the wonderful journeys this
well-researched and well-written book took me on? It is a must-have for anyone interested in
using crystals for spiritual growth and emotional healing. Each story delivers a meaningful
lesson with clear instructions that are easy to follow. It is a soul-enriching read. Use it well."—
Marina Lando, M.S., Reiki Master and Teacher, Certified Aromatherapist, Published Author,
HarmonyLifeReiki.com"Over the years, I've collected many colorful and intricate crystals and
numerous books on gemstone properties and identification. Crystal Wisdom is the first book
I've found that provides personal, practical, step-by-step guidance on incorporating the energy
of these beautiful crystals into daily life. Each story that Shannon shares and every practice
she outlines in Crystal Wisdom offers readers the opportunity to dig deep into the wisdom that
lives within us all and provides a map for mindfulness and self-exploration. Ultimately, these
simple and accessible mindfulness practices are powerful tools to support personal
transformation with a little help from treasures from the earth."—Jill Sockman, Founder, Blue
Lotus Yoga, bluelotusnc.com"This debut book by Shannon Marie offers a simple yet powerful
contemplative practice for anyone who loves gemstones and would like to learn to connect with
the healing and support they offer. Shannon walks you through everything you need to know to
change your life with Crystal Wisdom: how to choose the right crystals to work with, how to
clean and charge them, how to connect with your own intuition, using the gemstones as
catalysts for spiritual growth, and more. Best of all, this book is down-to-earth and practical,
giving you tested tools for recognizing and working through the challenges in your life so that
anyone who's willing to invest the time to learn and practice the meditations described in the
book will benefit from what they learn about themselves. Whether you're already working with
gemstones or you're curious and ready to start, you owe it to yourself to add this book to your
library and the Crystal Wisdom practice to your life."—Claire Villarreal, Ph.D., Host of Letting
Grow podcast, clairevillarreal.comModern Wisdom Press Boulder, Colorado, USACopyright ©
Shannon Marie, 2021All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form
without permission in writing from the author. Reviewers may quote brief passages in



reviews.Published 2021Cover Design: Melinda MartinDISCLAIMERNo part of this publication
may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, mechanical or electronic,
including photocopying or recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system, or
transmitted by email, without permission in writing from the author.Neither the author nor the
publisher assumes any responsibility for errors, omissions, or contrary interpretations of the
subject matter within.This book is dedicated to my parents, George and Dot,for inspiring my
lifelong fascination with the world of gemstones.ContentsIntroductionChapter 1: Discovering
Your Inner Crystal GuideIlluminating the Gemstone PathThe Next Steps on Your
JourneyChapter 2: My Gemstone JourneyChapter 3: What Is Crystal Wisdom?Gemstones Are
a Key toUnlocking Inner WisdomWhat Is Gemstone Energy?What Is Inner Wisdom?The Signs
and Messages of Our Inner WisdomThe History of Sacred GemstonesThe Supportive
Properties of GemstonesUsing Gemstones to Hear Inner WisdomActively Channeling Crystal
Wisdom to Make ChangePreparing for Your JourneyThe Practice of JournalingPart I: Your
Crystal Wisdom Practice: Gathering & Preparing Your Guardian Gemstone TeamChapter 4:
Guardian GemstonesHow are Guardian Gemstones Chosen?Adding Guardians to Your
CollectionUsing the Guardian Gemstones When You Need ThemRegularly Update Your
TeamChapter 5: Identifying Guardian Gemstones for a Life SituationWhich Life Situations Are
Most Challenging for You?Chapter 6: Identifying Guardian Gemstones through AttractionTo
Which Gemstones Are You Attracted?To What Colors Are You Attracted?Chapter 7: Using Your
Birthday to Guide Your Gemstone SelectionWhat Is Your Birthstone?What Is Your Zodiac Sign?
What Is Your Life Path Number?Chapter 8: Buying Your GemstonesFinding a Reputable
SourceChoosing the Specific Crystal to Add to Your CollectionTreated and Synthetic
GemstonesChapter 9: Preparing Your Gemstones for PracticeCaring for Your Guardian
GemstonesCleansing Your Guardian GemstonesCharging Your Guardian GemstonesActivating
Your Guardian Gemstones (Setting the Intention)Storing Your Guardian GemstonesCreating
Your Gemstone Care PlanPart II: Your Crystal Wisdom Practice: Cultivating Your Own Crystal
Wisdom PracticeChapter 10: How to Meditate with GemstonesCreating Your Meditation
SpaceLearning the Meditation PostureSitting with Your GemstonesHow Long Will It Take to
Develop the Gemstone Connection?Chapter 11: Building Your Daily PracticeThe Daily
PracticeHearing Your Inner WisdomCultivating Honesty and AuthenticityLooking into the
DarkInterpreting Gemstone SensationsJournal Entries from a Sample Daily PracticeChapter
12: Developing Spontaneous PracticesKnow What Situations to Look ForRecognizing When
the Situation ArisesSit with Your Gemstones When You Need SupportSample Spontaneous
PracticeSample Complete Crystal Wisdom PracticeChapter 13: Maintaining Your Crystal
Wisdom LifePractice DailyReflect and CelebrateReevaluate Your Guardian Gemstone
TeamChapter 14: Common Crystal QuestionsChapter 15: Living Life with Crystal
WisdomAbout the Author: Shannon MarieAdditional ResourcesAcknowledgmentsIntroductionIf
you have opened up this book, you may have heard about the idea of crystal healing, and
perhaps you’re intrigued by how these beautiful creations of the earth can initiate life
transformation. This is a field of information that is so vast that it’s hard to glean concise and
practical information about how to really make a crystal healing practice work.I own dozens of
books filled to the brim with gemstone healing benefits. There are books on crystal grids,
making healing jewelry, elixirs, orgonite, rituals, and oracle cards. As a gemstone and
meditation educator, I have had so many clients reach out to me to share their enthusiasm and
love of crystals who also really want direction about how to begin a crystal healing practice.
They’ve collected all these amazing stones and they really want to receive the benefits of
crystal energy, but they just don’t know where to turn. They sit before me with their collection,



their box of beautiful crystals, and they wonder, “What’s next?”They ask this question because
they know they want something to change. Life is challenging—there is no doubt about that.
We are inundated with responsibilities, challenges, disappointments, hopes, dreams, grief, and
even pain. It isn’t even just one challenge at a time. Our days present multiple emotions, tasks,
and puzzles all falling on our shoulders at once. Life can be overwhelming and often we don’t
have any sort of life preserver to keep us afloat. How do you manage the child who is having
difficulty with school, multiple projects that need your attention, the health of your spouse and,
to top it off, a flat tire? All in one day.When we are so inundated with life stressors, days can go
by in which we feel we are merely putting one foot in front of the other and barely getting
through it. We put our head down and push through the challenges only to sleep poorly that
night and wake up again the next day to do it again. We hardly notice the days pass or the
milestones we rush by and we break down when it just becomes too much.It doesn’t have to
be this way.There is a way to sit with each of these challenges and respond with heartfelt
intention. To have a life preserver to hold onto to give us some space to breathe and take a
look at our current situation. To sit with our feelings and truly experience them without pushing
them away. There is room for a few minutes of self-reflection and compassion to take care of
yourself before you respond to the next thing that life is throwing at you.The practices in this
book will help you notice and acknowledge when current life situations need your attention and
support. Crystal Wisdom is about taking some time to stop, look at our experience, figure out
what our heart and soul really need, and then give it to ourselves. It’s a proven method to work
with our life events rather than struggling against them, trying to make them go away, or
sweeping them under the rug. We can absolutely reduce the suffering in our lives and develop
more peace through understanding the healing power of crystals and how to use them.Initially,
I thought this practice was just for me—that I had tapped into something that worked for me but
might not resonate with other people. I slowly started to share videos about crystals online and
soon gathered a community of people who all shared the desire to be happy and to be able to
handle our daily life in a less chaotic way. They loved gemstones just as much as I do and were
ready to make changes in their lives.I heard almost daily, “This is just the information I needed
today!” or “I just bought this stone and your video posted!” It was all synchronicity. Each and
every viewer, client email, and video comment reinforced the idea that people wanted more
from life and that gemstones were the key for us all. So many people adore gemstones but
haven’t found that right resource to show them how to effectively use them as a personal,
spiritual, and developmental practice. This book will provide that. I hope you refer to it often and
that it becomes a beloved resource that you come back to over and over and share with
friends.This book was inspired by my online community and I write it for all of you. For Kelly,
who has just recently fallen in love with gemstones and just can’t get enough of learning about
them. To Suri, who has an enormous collection and wants to use them more formally and
deliberately. To Justin, who has felt amazing transformation since meditating with gemstones
and wants to take his practice even further. The people I work with want to know themselves
better, live more fulfilling lives, and respond to life situations in a more confident and less
stressful way. Together, we can take this journey.Chapter 1Discovering YourInner Crystal
GuideI imagine, dear reader, that you’ve already been captivated by the beauty of crystals and
gemstones. Maybe you’ve found yourself in rock shops picking up and holding piece after
piece. You’ve looked at all the colors, shapes, textures, and shimmers and been drawn in by
their magic. Gemstones are a joy to look at, to hold, and to collect. Maybe you’ve indulged,
purchased a whole bunch of crystals, and eagerly brought them home so you could look at
each one in-depth. You hold each one up to the light and watch how the color changes,



shimmers, or flashes. You see how each stone has a unique color pattern, shape, or texture.
Each is a fascinating exploration.I’ve often found myself in gem stores for hours and come out
with bags of stones in every color I could imagine. I adore the endless variety of colors, shine,
and sparkle, and even the roughness of raw stones. You can buy gemstones in their rough,
natural glory or stones that are carved into any shape—such as a sphere, obelisk, or free-form
—to highlight their shine, flash, and color combinations. There are smooth tumbled stones and
flat palm stones to tuck comfortably in your hand. You can find huge crystal clusters and
geodes that have been cracked open to display the treasure within. The variety of crystals and
gemstones is wide and you can get mesmerized during your shopping experience. This may
sound like a familiar experience to you if you have also discovered a fascination with
gemstones.Discovering your attraction to crystals and gemstones is the first step to unearthing
a more mindful, intentional, and satisfying life. Gemstones are a key to identifying what we
need more of in life, what we need to heal, and what we should pursue. They can help us to
cultivate more love for ourselves and others. The crystals and gemstones we are attracted to
reveal the truth we are so eagerly seeking. They bridge the gap between daily life and our
innate wisdom. Gemstones have the power to help us manifest lasting life change.But if you’ve
searched for crystal healing resources, it may have left you overwhelmed and confused. There
is a lot of information out there, but where to even begin? How does it work? What stones
should I buy to help me? What do I need to do with the stones? How do I tap into these healing
powers? How do I know if it’s working? These are all questions I’ve received from my hundreds
of clients time and time again. If this world of crystal healing seems confusing, it’s because it is.
But there is an easy way to tap into the wisdom of gemstones that will help you improve your
life.Illuminating the Gemstone PathYou don’t need any prior experience with crystals or energy
work to learn the practice I will teach you in this book, which I developed over time and have
been using in my own daily life for years. It didn’t come to me all at once. I began swimming in
the sea of crystal healing resources. These books are as beautiful as the gemstones
themselves and full of healing knowledge. The vast amount of crystal books available is a
testament to the large number of people who have discovered healing and transformation
using gemstones.I absorbed the information within the pages (this was before the world of
online videos!) and slowly began to develop my own relationship with crystals. Day in and day
out, I kept sitting with my gemstones and I found an excellent personal practice that helps
support me during my everyday life situations. The Crystal Wisdom practice helps me be more
compassionate and mindful in my reactions (to myself and others), recognize and acknowledge
when stress is happening, and sit and listen for my own wisdom to speak to me and tell me
what I need. I offer it to you now in the pages of this book.This book is not about crystal
healing, but something much more intimate and life-changing—Crystal Wisdom. This practice
uses gemstones to tap into your own inner wisdom and intuition to discover what you truly
need and desire in life. It’s about really getting to know yourself in an honest and authentic way.
Crystal Wisdom is a practice of unearthing you. Once you know your most common life
challenges, you can use gemstones to change the way you respond.In the next chapters of the
book, I will guide you step by step through the world of Crystal Wisdom in a practical and
understandable way. The most common question I receive—and really, the most fundamental—
is “How does it actually work?” I will help you identify the most supportive gemstones for your
current life situations. This can be the most challenging part because there are just so many
gemstones. We’ll discuss how to buy the stones you will connect with the most and how to
benefit from them. Next, we’ll talk about preparing your stones after bringing them home and
getting ready for the practices. Finally, I’ll teach the heart of the Crystal Wisdom practice. You’ll



learn how to design and perform your own gemstone practices that are relevant to your life. It is
so much easier than it ever has been. Imagine being able to hold, use, and connect with your
crystal collection daily and have more fulfilling, satisfying days.Your attraction to gemstones
and the fact that you’re reading this book prove that you are ready to bring about positive and
transformative changes in your life. You only need to read on and I will be there with you,
guiding you through each activity until you’re actively practicing Crystal Wisdom and living a
better life.The Next Steps on Your JourneyBefore we dive in, I want to simplify the terminology
used for the gemstones you’ll be learning about. There is often confusion regarding the use of
the terms “crystals,” “gemstones,” “rocks,” “stones,” and “minerals.” According to Gemstones of
the World by Walter Schumann, “most gemstones are minerals,” with some exceptions like
amber, coral, and pearls. He also states, “Nearly all minerals grow in certain crystal forms.” But
not all crystals in nature are gemstones, such as salt, sugar, and ice crystals. A “rock” is a
gemstone that is made up of more than one mineral. The term “stone” is used differently
depending on the industry in which it is used. For simplicity’s sake, I will be using the words
“gemstone” and “crystal” interchangeably.As you proceed through this book, you’ll learn how I
developed this practice, the importance of connecting with your own inherent wisdom, and how
to use gemstones to trigger deep and meaningful life transformation. I invite you to sit back with
this book and your favorite comforting beverage to take the next step on your journey to a more
satisfying life!Chapter 2My Gemstone JourneyEveryone comes to their fascination with
gemstones through their own unique experiences. I grew up hunting gemstones with my
parents on the Oregon coast. That stretch of land birthed a lifelong love of gemstones that has
grown and developed over time. We often went camping and, during those trips in Oregon, we
would rock hunt. We would search for rocks on the coast and the desert, rivers, and forest. We
always came back with at least one big bucket of gemstones every trip. My dad would transfer
those stones into the rock tumbler in the garage. Each week, he would show me how to wash
and prep the tumbler. I got to see this beautiful transformation of rough rocks into smooth,
shiny, polished treasures. Eventually, we accumulated so many polished gemstones that we
filled our flower beds with them. On rare sunny days in Oregon, the light would shine on the
rocks and the whole flower bed would sparkle. Those memories are embedded deep within my
heart. I thank my parents every day for introducing me to the transformational key to my life
purpose.This love of gemstones remained with me through my early adult years. I would pick
up random rocks wherever I would travel. I kept my eyes open for one that stood out. It might
be on a trail, in a park, or even on the road. The rock was a symbol of the memories I had of
the trip. They were all kept in a special travel memories box for me to open up and enjoy the
memories of places I had been.Eventually, my collection grew so large that I needed to do
something with the stones. I had no room for more. I started making jewelry out of them,
wrapping them in sterling silver wire, charging them with healing Reiki energy and selling them
on eBay. This gave me an opportunity to continue collecting the gemstones but without
accumulating them in my house. I would create something unique with each gemstone, take a
picture, and send them on to a new home. It was such a satisfying cycle.As my gemstone
business grew, I spent time collecting more wisdom and knowledge of my spiritual experience.
Starting in my twenties, lasting well over a decade, I immersed myself in training, certifications,
and college studies. I yearned to figure out what to do with my life. I was working a steady job
at a global corporation, but it was achingly unsatisfying. I wanted to grow and develop as a
person, a human being, and as an infinite soul. I was searching for that something I felt was
missing. I wanted to find that one thing that would guide and steer my life, give it purpose, and
enable me to lift the energy of the world. A pretty lofty goal, right?I completed a Reiki Master



and Teacher certification. This taught me how to sense and channel energy. I studied yoga and
how we can work through emotions via bodywork. I learned all about the chakra system and
the importance of reading the language of colors. I completed yoga teacher training and a
practitioner certification with Phoenix Rising Yoga Therapy. This taught me how to hold space
and facilitate a person’s access to their inner body wisdom. I received my master’s degree in
Transpersonal Psychology, which is the study of how spiritual and religious practices support
our psychological health. I also studied meditation and Buddhist practices with my teachers at
Dawn Mountain, a Tibetan Buddhist practice and research center. I was becoming more and
more attuned with how meditation, intention, and honest inner exploration can bring about real
transformative change in my life.I went so far as to study gemology and received my
Professional Gemologist certification. I wanted to know all aspects of gemstones—every little
bit of information. I learned how to study their properties, look at them under microscopes, and
identify unlabeled gemstones through the formal testing process. It was a deep dive into the
world of gemstones. I learned how they are created in the earth, how light shines through
them, influences how we see the color, what internal inclusions are common, and how to
identify man-made gems. I had never felt so connected to my gemstone practice.During the
years of managing my jewelry-making business, I started accumulating information about the
stones’ supportive benefits. I included this information in the eBay listings. People appreciated
being able to buy gemstone jewelry for love, patience, confidence, or any attribute they wanted
to support in their life. Over time, I found that I was experiencing those benefits myself every
time I worked with a stone. I found myself drawn to certain gemstones and would pick up some
stones more often than others. I began to see how sitting and taking quiet time with gemstones
helped me sort through stressors, problems, and emotions in my life. This was when I truly
started developing my personal gemstone healing practice. I would intentionally pick stones
that I knew could support what was happening in my life at that time. Stressing out at work?
Howlite. Needing to clear the negativity of coworkers after a day in a cubicle? Black
Tourmaline. Needing a boost of confidence? Citrine. I would keep a selection of stones with me
to use whenever I needed them. It was so casual at the time that I didn’t realize that it was
becoming the basis for my own formal spiritual practice.There was a moment when I had spent
all day working on spreadsheets for my corporate job. The day ended and I felt so scattered
and unfocused. I still had to pick up the kids from school, sit them down with homework, make
dinner, and then get through after-dinner chores. Hematite immediately came to mind, so I
went to my shelf to get it. It is the “stone of the mind” and helps improve grounding and focus. I
sat with this Hematite, knowing that I wanted to feel more centered and focused. Just a few
minutes later, I felt present, focused, and all of the effects of “spreadsheet brain” were gone.
That’s when I knew I needed to make more time for intentional meditation with gemstones
when I needed to manage some aspect of my life.Eventually, I started a YouTube channel
dedicated to gemstone education called Reiki Gem Wellness. I wanted to start sharing bits of
my learning with others. I loved rediscovering each gemstone’s beauty and wisdom when
creating the informational video and the guided meditation. I enjoyed answering everyone’s
questions and I really loved helping people start their own gemstone exploration process. I
intended to truly bring the power of gemstones into the practical everyday lives of people.
Knowing that Tiger’s Eye increased confidence was great, but I wanted people to know when
and how to use it; to see where they needed support in real-life situations, and then take action
to pick up a stone and reflect on that part of their life.
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pema42, “Great intro to meditating with gemstones. This debut book by Shannon Marie offers
a simple yet powerful contemplative practice for anyone who loves gemstones and would like
to learn to connect with the healing and support they offer. Shannon walks you through
everything you need to know to change your life with Crystal Wisdom: how to choose the right
crystals to work with, how to clean and charge them, how to connect with your own intuition,
using the gemstones as catalysts for spiritual growth, and more. Best of all, this book is down-
to-earth and practical, giving you tested tools for recognizing and working through the
challenges in your life, so that anyone who's willing to invest the time to learn and practice the
meditations described in the book will benefit from what they learn about themselves. Whether
you're already working with gemstones or you're curious and ready to start, you owe it to
yourself to add this book to your library and the Crystal Wisdom practice to your life.”

Carolyn Goodwin, “This book has the 'wisdom' to help you connect to your self and your
crystals. I appreciated how the author shared her own personal Gemstone Journey and how
her intuition has led her to where she is today. I felt inspired to learn how gemstones don't do
the work for you but empower you to heal yourself, see your truth, and to use your inner
guidance by giving space through awareness and intention. I found identifying life situations
and the guardian gemstones that help with these situations soothing to my soul. Inviting me to
be honest with myself, love myself, and give me the courage to do the work. Shannon’s
knowledge and personal experiences make the information she shares all the more powerful.
Excellent book and I highly recommend it.”

Heidi L. Toala, “The perfect guide for the crystal lover who wants support in daily living. Crystal
Wisdom is the right book for the crystal enthusiast who wants to connect more deeply with
gemstones and make positive changes in their life but isn’t sure exactly how to go about it.
Shannon details a specific process that one can follow and master. The phrase “practical
magic” comes to mind—you will learn how to apply crystal wisdom to the challenges you
encounter in your everyday life. The importance of one’s own inner knowing and intuition is
emphasized—the power doesn’t come from outside ourselves; it comes from within. Shannon



combines a mindfulness meditation approach with tips on selecting the gemstones whose
properties are supportive of our highest good. You’ll feel inspired and excited to determine
which gemstones you want to add to your guardian crystal team and what life situations you
want to focus on. Crystal Wisdom doesn’t replace other crystal books (the majority of which
focus on properties) but it complements them by offering a framework in which to reap the
crystals’ benefits. Shannon doesn’t promise quick fixes or overnight change. With Crystal
Wisdom you will only reap what you sow, but the possibilities are limitless.”

Zangerolame, “Go beyond her channel.. Yes Shannon's channel in (replace with name :-)) is
amazing, and I learned a lot about crystals, what to do, how to use, which ones NOT to put
inside water, for cleaning or drinking, they say once you are ready the right teacher will show
up, and Shannon was a great surprise, after I watched 10+ videos in her channel going to the
book was a natural step, yes there is a C. Bible...in my future, but baby steps... Thanks
Shannon Love, Light and Peace!!!”

Laura Tunick, “Fun and easy crystal practice!. Crystal Wisdom is warm and inviting, Like
comfort food for the soul. This book is so easy to read. Shannon is straight to the point and
explains everything completely and thoroughly. I really enjoyed this book! I can see myself
referring back to it again and again.”

Jenkins, “Must have. Wonderfully written, we bought both books by this author and are so
happy with them! I follow her on Instagram and was so excited when I finally ordered her
books. She is full of insight and information that is greatly helpful. Illustrations are beautiful, I
highly recommend.”

Darryl Brown, “Great book. As someone with a fairly new collection of crystals, I found Crystal
Wisdom to be just what I needed. It takes you through the process, step-by-step, from picking
out your gems and caring for them, to exactly how to work with them. I loved the journaling
suggestions; and the info about astrology, numerology and the FAQ were all very helpful. I will
be referring to this book again and again.”

Reader, “Well organized and educational. Interesting well organized and educational. Shannon
does a good job explaining things clearly while also keeping it interesting. I enjoyed the book
and would definitely recommend others to give it a try as well.”

Celticfaery, “A 'Gem' of a crystal book!. I have many crystal books which I've collected and read
over the years, but now and again a 'gem' of a book will be drawn to me and Crystal Wisdom is
such a book. This crystal book is completely different in the way it is written to any other, and I
have learned so many new ideas on how to work with my crystal collection. Most crystal books
tell you what the crystals are and what they can be used for, this book goes beyond that in
such a way that I feel that I really wasn't using my crystals to their full potential at all! I love the
way that Shannon writes and I have watched a few of her videos on Youtube and felt really
drawn to to the way she talks about the crystals. This is a book I will definitely be re-reading to
help me get started to working with my guardian gemstones on a daily basis. Thank you
Shannon for your Crystal Wisdom!”

N. LEWIS, “Wonderful book full of wisdom!. Crystal Wisdom is an excellent book that is a must
have for any crystal enthusiast!If you are new to crystals, then this book will be the perfect



companion for your learning journey. Shannon has beautifully curated a step by step guide to
take you through the entire process from buying your crystals to working with them and caring
and building your relationship with them.It is informative and easy to understand with warm
dialogue that gives a much more personal feel than your regular textbook. A book that you can
easily dip in and out of when needed, and one that I will definitely be referring back to as my
crystal journey develops!”

Kay kay, “5 stars. A well written book with lots of tips for beginners. I enjoyed reading it.”

The book by Shannon Marie has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 80 people have provided feedback.
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